
 

Priest Rapids Fish Forum 
 Meeting 

Wednesday, 6 March 2019 
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

MEETING MINUTES 

PRFF REPRESENTATIVES 
Steve Lewis, USFWS Patrick Verhey, Chad Jackson, WDFW 
Bob Rose, YN Breean Zimmerman, WDOE 
Pat Wyena, Wanapum Aaron Jackson, Carl Merkle, CTUIR 
Jason McLellan, CCT Keith Hatch, BIA 
Mike Clement, Grant PUD Chris Mott, Grant PUD 
Tracy Hillman, Facilitator  Erin Harris, Grant PUD 
 

ATTENDEES 
Paul Grutter, Golder (Via Phone) Chris Mott, Grant PUD  
Erin Harris, Grant PUD (Via Phone) Jason McLellan, CCT (Via Phone)  
Patrick Verhey, WDFW Doris Squeochs, Wanapum (Via Phone) 
Steve Lewis, USFWS Kirk Truscott, CCT 
Tom Skiles, CRITFC (Via Phone) Laura Heironimus, WDFW (Via Phone) 
Breean Zimmerman, WDOE (Via Phone) Tracy Hillman, Facilitator 
 

Action Items: 

• Chris Mott will check with Donella Miller on the testing of juvenile sturgeon at Marion Drain for white 
sturgeon iridovirus and autopolyploidy and on the proposed fate of surplus production at the 
hatchery.  

• PRFF will review the draft White Sturgeon 2018 Annual Report and provide comments to Chris Mott 
by 7 March 2019. 

• CCT will identify their PRFF policy representative. 
• Tracy Hillman will find a meeting day for the White Sturgeon Subgroup. 
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I. Welcome and Introductions - Tracy Hillman welcomed everyone and participants introduced 
themselves.   

II. Agenda Review – Members reviewed and approved the agenda. 
III. Approve November Meeting Notes – The February 2019 Meeting Minutes were reviewed, edited, and 

approved. 
A. Action Items from February Meeting: 

1. Steve Lewis will provide updates to the PRFF on the status of the invasive species draft 
action plan. Complete. Steve indicated that he will provide major milestone updates 
on the Action Plan. Steve also reminded members that they can check out the 
website to see when major updates are made to the Action Plan. 

2. Chris Mott will check with Donella Miller on the testing of juvenile sturgeon at Marion Drain 
for white sturgeon iridovirus and autopolyploidy, and on the proposed fate of surplus 
production at the hatchery. Ongoing. Chris said he is waiting for Donella to respond 
to his request for information.  

3. Jason McLellan will share with the PRFF an abstract prepared by UC Davis researchers 
on autopolyploidy. Complete. Jason shared the abstract with the PRFF following the 
meeting.  

4. PRFF will review the draft White Sturgeon 2018 Annual Report and provide comments to 
Chris Mott by 7 March 2019. Ongoing. Comments are due tomorrow (7 March). 

5. PRFF will provide questions to Tracy Hillman by 1 March for the consultants to address 
during the March meeting. Complete. Tracy reported that he received no questions 
from members. 

6. CCT, BIA, and CRITFC/Umatillas will identify their PRFF policy representatives. Ongoing. 
Tracy reported that CRITFC/Umatillas identified Jeremy Wolf and Bret Hall as their 
policy representatives and BIA identified Keith Hatch as their representative. Kirk 
Truscott said he is still waiting on CCT to identify their policy representative. 

7. PRFF will review the draft Pacific Lamprey 2018 Annual Report and provide comments to 
Mike Clement by 11 February 2019. Complete. Deb Firestone (GPUD) sent the final 
report to FERC. 

8. Steve Lewis will contact Tom Dresser about the possibility of monitoring bull trout 
passage during winter (15 November – 15 March) in the Priest Rapids and Wanapum 
fishways. Complete. Steve said he spoke with Tom and Tom will check into it. Tom 
noted his concern with monitoring the fishways given so few bull trout pass during 
the winter. However, Tom noted Grant PUD may try monitoring for one year and see 
if the result support monitoring additional years. 

IV. White Sturgeon Management Plan 
A. Update on Juvenile Rearing – Chris Mott reported no new updates on juvenile sturgeon rearing 

at Marion Drain. He said fish will be released about the same time in 2019 as they were in 2018.   
B. Population Assessments and Future Tagging – Paul Grutter with Golder provided a 

presentation titled, “Grant County White Sturgeon Monitoring & Evaluation Program: 2018 
Summary” (see Attachment 1). Paul started by presenting an outline for his presentation and then 
described the brood year 2017 juvenile sturgeon tagging and release efforts, including size (length 
and weight) at release. He also described the flows and temperatures of the river during the time of 
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release and indicated the level of fin deformities on released fish. Paul noted the locations of 
telemetry interrogation stations and described post-release movements of juvenile sturgeon 
following release within Wanapum and Priest Rapids reservoirs. He then showed numbers of 
tagged sturgeon entrained at Wanapum and Priest Rapids dams.   
Paul described the juvenile index sampling design and monitoring efforts conducted in 2018. In 
general, the design was similar to past years (2014, 2016, and 2017). Sampling in 2018 occurred 
from 6-29 August. Paul identified the sampling gear (and gear lost and damaged during sampling), 
described flows and temperatures during sampling, and noted the number of overnight sets within 
each reservoir. He then described the catch (proportion of positive catch or Ep) of juvenile sturgeon 
by brood year, reservoir, and section within the reservoirs. He also showed the catch by river mile 
for 2016, 2017, and 2018. He then showed the length frequency by brood year of fish captured 
during index monitoring. Finally, he showed abundance estimates, including the assumptions of the 
model used to estimate abundance. He noted they used a simple model because of a lack of data 
and model convergence. Abundance estimates in both reservoirs appeared to increase rapidly 
over time and then reached an asymptote around 12,000 in Wanapum Reservoir and about 3,000-
3,500 in Priest Rapids Reservoir. Since 2014, numbers in both reservoirs have not increased as 
much as they did during 2012-2014. Paul also showed losses due to avian predation, which ranged 
from 0.1-15.3% (percentage of released fish lost to bird predation). He noted that predation varied 
depending on where fish were released. 
Next, Paul described the 2018 adult indexing efforts. He talked briefly about the sampling design 
and flows and temperatures during the surveys. He showed the numbers of adults captured 
(including CRITFC fish) by size class, year, reservoir, and origin (wild v hatchery). He also talked 
about the harvest of sturgeon in the tribal (Yakama Nation Commercial Fishery) and sport fisheries 
and showed the sizes (length frequencies) of fish harvested in the fisheries (recall there was a slot-
size limit for harvest). Paul then described the effort (hook hours) spend conducting the adult index 
surveys. Finally, he showed abundance estimates by reservoir for CRITFC and wild sturgeon. 
Overall, numbers have declined over time (from 2010 to present). Abundance of CRIFTC fish 
declined from 3,767 to 75 in Wanapum Reservoir and from 1,514 to 20 in Priest Rapids Reservoir 
from 2010 to present. Harvest does not appear to explain these large reductions in abundance of 
CRITFC fish.  
Paul concluded with the following summary:  

• 2017BY fin deformity rate was similar to 2016BY (~42%).  
• 2017BY exhibited upstream movement after release and low entrainment based on 

acoustic telemetry. 
• Juvenile population indexing 

• Juvenile population estimate was lower than previous model estimates. 
• 2018 estimate included effects of brood year and time since release (first year of 

release, subsequent years) on survival. 
• Previous models assumed constant survival for all brood years over time. 
• A proportion of the larger 2010BY and 2012BY within the slot limit were likely 

harvested. 
• Adult population indexing 

• There was substantial change in catch composition between 2015 and 2018 
indexing efforts. 

• Catch of 2002BY in 2018 was roughly 4-6% of the 2002BY catch in 2015. 
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• Catch of wild sturgeon in 2018 was about 14% of the catch of wild fish in 2015.  
• 2002BY removal effort was highly effective, but catch effort was not accurately 

recorded or documented.  
Tom Skiles asked about fin deformity and whether fish with fin deformities had lower survival rates 
than fish without deformities. Paul responded they found no difference in survival between fish with 
and without fin deformities. Tom asked if deformed fins regenerate. Jason McLellan said no. Laura 
Heironimus asked if fin deformity causes changes in fish behavior or distance traveled. Paul said 
only juveniles with no fin deformities were radio tagged; therefore, they cannot assess that effect. 
Jason noted that they have evaluated differences in movement of fish with and without deformities 
and found no difference in behavior. Steve Lewis asked if there is a way to reduce fin deformity. 
Jason said increasing feed when fish transition to exogenous feeding will reduce fin deformity. 
That’s because fish at that time have teeth and if there is not enough to eat, they nip on each 
other’s fins. Tom pointed out that harvest on CRITFC fish has been low. Therefore, he questioned 
how or why the numbers of CRITFC fish has declined so rapidly. Some thought it is because the 
original population estimates of CRITFC fish were biased high. Thus, there were not as many 
CRITFC fish in the Project Area as originally thought.  

C. Plan Three-Year Check-in with the Policy Committee – Tracy Hillman said the Forum needs to 
prepare a three-year check-in report for the Policy Committee that explains the status of the white 
sturgeon population and offer a recommendation on stocking levels for the remaining years of the 
SOA. He noted the recommendation can be to decrease stocking levels, increase stocking levels, 
or propose no change in stocking levels. Tracy added that the Forum needs to provide justification 
for any proposed recommendation including documenting the presence or absence of density 
dependence.  
Steve Lewis asked if there is a target juvenile survival rate that needs to be achieved. Chris Mott 
said no but we need to determine if survival rates decrease over time (as abundance increases). 
Laura Heironimus asked if the reduced abundance increase is related to earlier brood years 
recruiting into larger size classes. Paul Grutter said yes and added that we expect abundance 
increase to decline as numbers of juvenile sturgeon approach carrying capacity. Jason McLellan 
added that as numbers of juvenile sturgeon increase to carrying capacity, growth and survival rates 
will decrease, while movement/entrainment will increase. He said we need to evaluate these 
density-dependent effects. Paul indicated that he does not believe sturgeon in the Project Area are 
at carrying capacity. Jason asked if the abundance estimates included tag recaptures of older, 
larger fish. Paul said no. Jason asked if survival estimates accounted for size at release. Paul said 
no. Jason suggested there may be density dependence effects. Patrick Verhey noted that the 
Wanapum Dam fracture, which resulted in very low reservoir levels, may have reduced food 
(molluscs) for sturgeon. This reduction in food may explain any apparent density dependence in 
sturgeon.  
Tracy said he will find a suitable day for the white sturgeon subgroup meeting. The purpose of the 
meeting is to evaluate the available information and make a recommendation to the PRFF. Tracy 
recommended that Paul attend the meeting. Paul indicated that he will also ask Sima Usvyatsov 
(mark-recapture modeler) to attend the subgroup meeting. Tracy asked members to review the 
annual report and identify questions for Paul and Sima. Members thought the subgroup meeting 
should take no longer than four hours. 
Tracy identified the following Policy Committee members: 

• Yakama Nation: Paul Ward and Steve Parker 
• Colville Tribes: Unknown (Kirk Truscott and Jason McLellan are checking) 
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• Umatilla/CRITFC: Jeremy Wolf and Brent Hall 
• Wanapum: Rex Buck, Jr. and Alyssa Buck 
• BIA: Keith Hatch 
• USFWS: Jeff Krupka 
• WDFW: Jim Brown 
• Grant PUD: Tom Dresser 

D. Other White Sturgeon Items – None. 
V. Pacific Lamprey Management Plan 

A. Pacific Lamprey Annual Report – Chis Mott said he believes the final report was submitted to 
FERC. He said they received comments from Ralph Lampman, but because they were received 
late, Grant PUD was not able to address all of Ralph’s comments. Ralph said the comments can 
be addressed in the 2019 report.  

B. Other Pacific Lamprey Items – Chris Mott noted that adult trapping in 2019 will be similar to 
2018. Grant PUD will provide additional information as we get closer to the trapping period. Ralph 
Lampman said he will coordinate with Grant PUD on any need for extra adults for translocation 
efforts. Chris also reported that representatives from Douglas PUD attended the Wanapum and 
Priest Rapids fishway tour on Friday, 22 February 2019.   

VI. Next Meeting: The next PRFF meeting will be on Wednesday, 3 April 2019 at the Grant PUD Natural 
Resources Office in Wenatchee, WA.  
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Attachment 1 
Presentation by Paul Grutter on Grant County White Sturgeon 

Monitoring & Evaluation Program: 2018 Summary 
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